2005 f150 motor

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F In driving two miles
back to my son's house, I had two explosions from excess gasoline and spark plug firing. The
spark plugs were original and blew out because of the fine threads and aluminum cylinder
heads. This is a design defect and safety problem known to Ford. The engine is a 4. The contact
owns a Ford F The contact stated that faulty spark plugs fractured in the cylinder head and the
remains became stuck in the engine block. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, but
was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure, but offered no assistance.
The failure mileage was 95, The truck has less than , miles and was brought to the dealersip for
a tune up. The dealership tried to remove the plugs and they broke. They are now forced to
remove the header and replace the plugs. The contact stated that the spark plugs in the engine
popped out of the cylinder head which indicated that there was not enough thread on the spark
plugs. The vehicle was taken to a local repair shop where the spark plugs were replaced.
Neither the dealer nor the manufacturer had been notified. The failure mileage was
approximately , In the Ford F with the 5. In the event that you try to remove the spark plugs they
tend to break off in the head possibly damaging the threads of the spark plug hole. When this
occurs, Ford is charging an outstanding amount of money to repair it. This problem is all over
the internet and doesn't just affect the model. It is a very serious defect costing people a lot of
money that I think should be placed on the manufactures plate. It is almost as if they designed
this problem on purpose to make people have to bring it to their repair shop and have it fixed
regardless of the price. I have personally experienced this problem along with many others and
I think it is obvious that the customers are not happy with the way Ford has handled the issue.
Spark plugs are considered to be part of preventive maintenance but this is sickening how they
can get away with charging that much for a small problem. The problem was not discovered
until Ford had sold so many of them that it would probably take them years to correct every
one. It is pretty much guaranteed that you are going to break off at least one of your plugs while
trying to do this small task. As far as I know the only thing done to correct the problem was they
invented a tool that will removed the broken part of the spark plug in the head, but if the threads
get messed up in the process that's when it begins to start costing big bucks and it is totally the
manufactures fault to begin with. Please take this request for a recall seriously as I am not the
only one who feels this way, just look online. The contact owns a Ford f During a routine
inspection a technician concluded that five of the eight spark plugs separated from the engine
head; however, no repairs were made. The manufacturer was notified and no assistance was
provided. The failure and current mileages were 50, I have a Ford F pick up with a 5. While
driving on the highway the number 1 sparkplug was spit out damaging the head. The vehicle
immediately slowed down in the middle of traffic. Ford said this is uncommon, yet there are
thousands of complaints already filed about this particular engine through the NHTSA. I have to
completely replace the engine. Spark plugs cannot be changed because of design of cylinder
head. This is a spark plug breakage inside the head. This is a common occurrence on 5. Also,
someone wishing to change his plugs for proper emissions or proper maintenance is just
screwed. Scared to death to have them changed even at a dealership. Ford mechanics even
have trouble. This is no few vehicles. This is widespread. At , miles, I took the vehicle to the
dealership to have spark plugs replaced. Ford recommended , mile tune-up the first three spark
plugs attempted to be removed by three different technicians broke off even when following the
Ford TSB proceedure. Ford will not help with the repair. Advised that the F 5. Ford says the
plugs will last for , miles. TSB issued by Ford to address problem. Ford knows of problem and
has not issued a recall to correct design flaw. Read many other similar stories on internet where
citizens are paying thousands of dollars to get the plugs out and vehicle back in operation. My
Ford F lariat 5. This is a result of either cam phasers or bad lifters. Since Jan. All the above
started with recall and has gone downhill. Known issue of spark plugs breaking off in the
cylinders. Ford is well aware of this issue, but refuses to issue a recall for it. I had stopped at a
local shop on my way back to work and when I went to start my pickup to return the engine
would not turn over. On the third attempt, it finally started, but smelled like a motor burning up. I
was proceeding up a hill and was approaching a stop sign. When I pressed on the brakes, there
were no brakes. I could not stop the truck at the stop sign. I coasted through the stop sign at
approximately 10mph and I pulled right into a parking lot. No matter how hard I pressed the
brake pedal I couldn't get the truck to stop completely so I put the transmission into park. I then
proceeded to call for help. When the mechanic arrived, he found that the vacuum hose had
come unattached. After speaking with a Ford mechanic over the phone, he stated that the
mechanic had since several trucks in the same make and model as mine that also had this same
problem occur. At this time, my truck is in the process of being fixed by the mechanic who told
us of this problem. In an attempt to remedy the problem the dealer replaced the fuel injectors,

spark plugs, starter, fly wheel, transfer case, and catalytic converter with no success. After
finding the source of the noise it was discovered the vehicle had caught on fire. The vehicle had
been parked since the previous day. The fire spread to the contact's other vehicle and home.
The fire marshal filed a report. The fire started in the engine compartment and completely
melted. The vehicle is still being inspected. There were no previous problems with the vehicle.
Ford f , after about to miles on truck driving on a road with slight hills noticed vibration , at or
about to rpms in any gear flat or hilly surface and at any speed as long as to rpms are reached ,
truck vibrates through out the truck , contacted dealership where purchased 3 times first was
told to bring truck back in for further testing , second time drivable tech went for ride noticed
vibration , third time service manager drove truck noticed vibration , contacted Ford , Ford
states issue is normal for truck not going to do anything , but has TSB for issue , so I am to
assume that Ford is now producing trucks that vibrate at set rpms. The truck now has about
miles on it and the vibration is getting worse but Ford or the dealership will not do anything to
fix the issue. The complainant purchased a truck for his business at the colorado river Ford
dealership in bullhead city az. The dealership obtained the truck from California and had same
delivered to bullhead city. The complainant picked up the truck at the dealership and
immediately noted a pronounced engine knock. Calling the service departments attention to this
problem they told the complainant that the noise was normal. The complainant then made them
start up two similar trucks on the lot that did not manifest the same knock. The complainant
requested a new truck from the dealership that refused to honor the request. The dealership
then dismantled the engine. The complainant again advised the dealership that he would not
accept this defective truck, as he had purchased a new truck to be in proper working condition
and the dealership was now attempting to compel the complainant to accept a truck that was
defective from the factory. To date the truck remains at the dealership. The complainant refuses
to accept this defective from the factory truck and the dealership refuses to give him another
new truck in lieu of the defective one. Your assistance in this matter will be greatly appreciated,
constantine "chuck" bentas. Car Problems. Engine problem 1. Engine problem 2. Engine
problem 3. Engine problem 4. Engine problem 5. Engine problem 6. Engine problem 7. Engine
problem 8. Engine problem 9. Engine problem Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine
And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine
Clicking And Tapping Noises problems. Engine Failure problems. Engine Knocking Noise
problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Loud Engine Noise problems. Diesel Engine
problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based on
all problems reported for the F In driving two miles back to my son's house, I had two
explosions from excess gasoline and spark plug firing. The spark plugs were original and blew
out because of the fine threads and aluminum cylinder heads. This is a design defect and safety
problem known to Ford. The engine is a 4. The contact owns a Ford F The contact stated that
faulty spark plugs fractured in the cylinder head and the remains became stuck in the engine
block. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, but was not repaired. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure, but offered no assistance. The failure mileage was 95, The truck
has less than , miles and was brought to the dealersip for a tune up. The dealership tried to
remove the plugs and they broke. They are now forced to remove the header and replace the
plugs. The contact stated that the spark plugs in the engine popped out of the cylinder head
which indicated that there was not enough thread on the spark plugs. The vehicle was taken to
a local repair shop where the spark plugs were replaced. Neither the dealer nor the
manufacturer had been notified. The failure mileage was approximately , In the Ford F with the
5. In the event that you try to remove the spark plugs they tend to break off in the head possibly
damaging the threads of the spark plug hole. When this occurs, Ford is charging an outstanding
amount of money to repair it. This problem is all over the internet and doesn't just affect the
model. It is a very serious defect costing people a lot of money that I think should be placed on
the manufactures plate. It is almost as if they designed this problem on purpose to make people
have to bring it to their repair shop and have it fixed regardless of the price. I have personally
experienced this problem along with many others and I think it is obvious that the customers
are not happy with the way Ford has handled the issue. Spark plugs are considered to be part of
preventive maintenance but this is sickening how they can get away with charging that much
for a small problem. The problem was not discovered until Ford had sold so many of them that
it would probably take them years to correct every one. It is pretty much guaranteed that you
are going to break off at least one of your plugs while trying to do this small task. As far as I
know the only thing done to correct the problem was they invented a tool that will removed the
broken part of the spark plug in the head, but if the threads get messed up in the process that's
when it begins to start costing big bucks and it is totally the manufactures fault to begin with.

Please take this request for a recall seriously as I am not the only one who feels this way, just
look online. The contact owns a Ford f During a routine inspection a technician concluded that
five of the eight spark plugs separated from the engine head; however, no repairs were made.
The manufacturer was notified and no assistance was provided. The failure and current
mileages were 50, I have a Ford F pick up with a 5. While driving on the highway the number 1
sparkplug was spit out damaging the head. The vehicle immediately slowed down in the middle
of traffic. Ford said this is uncommon, yet there are thousands of complaints already filed about
this particular engine through the NHTSA. I have to completely replace the engine. Spark plugs
cannot be changed because of design of cylinder head. This is a spark plug breakage inside the
head. This is a common occurrence on 5. Also, someone wishing to change his plugs for proper
emissions or proper maintenance is just screwed. Scared to death to have them changed even
at a dealership. Ford mechanics even have trouble. This is no few vehicles. This is widespread.
At , miles, I took the vehicle to the dealership to have spark plugs replaced. Ford recommended
, mile tune-up the first three spark plugs attempted to be removed by three different technicians
broke off even when following the Ford TSB proceedure. Ford will not help with the repair.
Advised that the F 5. Ford says the plugs will last for , miles. TSB issued by Ford to address
problem. Ford knows of problem and has not issued a recall to correct design flaw. Read many
other similar stories on internet where citizens are paying thousands of dollars to get the plugs
out and vehicle back in operation. My Ford F lariat 5. This is a result of either cam phasers or
bad lifters. Since Jan. All the above started with recall and has gone downhill. Known issue of
spark plugs breaking off in the cylinders. Ford is well aware of this issue, but refuses to issue a
recall for it. I had stopped at a local shop on my way back to work and when I went to start my
pickup to return the engine would not turn over. On the third attempt, it finally started, but
smelled like a motor burning up. I was proceeding up a hill and was approaching a stop sign.
When I pressed on the brakes, there were no brakes. I could not stop the truck at the stop sign. I
coasted through the stop sign at approximately 10mph and I pulled right into a parking lot. No
matter how hard I pressed the brake pedal I couldn't get the truck to stop completely so I put the
transmission into park. I then proceeded to call for help. When the mechanic arrived, he found
that the vacuum hose had come unattached. After speaking with a Ford mechanic over the
phone, he stated that the mechanic had since several trucks in the same make and model as
mine that also had this same problem occur. At this time, my truck is in the process of being
fixed by the mechanic who told us of this problem. In an attempt to remedy the problem the
dealer replaced the fuel injectors, spark plugs, starter, fly wheel, transfer case, and catalytic
converter with no success. After finding the source of the noise it was discovered the vehicle
had caught on fire. The vehicle had been parked since the previous day. The fire spread to the
contact's other vehicle and home. The fire marshal filed a report. The fire started in the engine
compartment and completely melted. The vehicle is still being inspected. There were no
previous problems with the vehicle. Ford f , after about to miles on truck driving on a road with
slight hills noticed vibration , at or about to rpms in any gear flat or hilly surface and at any
speed as long as to rpms are reached , truck vibrates through out the truck , contacted
dealership where purchased 3 times first was told to bring truck back in for further testing ,
second time drivable tech went for ride noticed vibration , third time service manager drove
truck noticed vibration , contacted Ford , Ford states issue is normal for truck not going to do
anything , but has TSB for issue , so I am to assume that Ford is now producing trucks that
vibrate at set rpms. The truck now has about miles on it and the vibration is getting worse but
Ford or the dealership will not do anything to fix the issue. The complainant purchased a truck
for his business at the colorado river Ford dealership in bullhead city az. The dealership
obtained the truck from California and had same delivered to bullhead city. The complainant
picked up the truck at the dealership and immediately noted a pronounced engine knock.
Calling the service departments attention to this problem they told the complainant that the
noise was normal. The complainant then made them start up two similar trucks on the lot that
did not manifest the same knock. The complainant requested a new truck from the dealership
that refused to honor the request. The dealership then dismantled the engine. The complainant
again advised the dealership that he would not accept this defective truck, as he had purchased
a new truck to be in proper working condition and the dealership was now attempting to compel
the complainant to accept a truck that was defective from the factory. To date the truck remains
at the dealership. The complainant refuses to accept this defective from the factory truck and
the dealership refuses to give him another new truck in lieu of the defective one. Your
assistance in this matter will be greatly appreciated, constantine "chuck" bentas. Car Problems.
Engine problem 1. Engine problem 2. Engine problem 3. Engine problem 4. Engine problem 5.
Engine problem 6. Engine problem 7. Engine problem 8. Engine problem 9. Engine problem
Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall

problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping Noises problems.
Engine Failure problems. Engine Knocking Noise problems. Engine Exhaust System problems.
Loud Engine Noise problems. Diesel Engine problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning
problems. I'll never own another Ford again. This f is my first and my last. Purchased the truck
because it was "built ford tough". Now I'm told if I don't fork over money I don't have, my engine
will eventually die. Poor design by Ford, maybe the CEO should take his millions of dollars and
help us normal working class citizen fix our vehicles. Too many complaints for this to not be
looked at and corrected. Thanks Ford. Never buy a ford again. Had truck from day one and
never abuse it. I love ford but I will never buy another ford because even though I have had it
checked many times no one knows why it makes this loud noise. I can't trust this truck on long
trips because of this unknown problem. This is it for me and fords and I have put up with other
trouble with other models, but never to the point that I had no faith in the vehicle. I have asked
around and spent a ton of money chasing this problem the only thing I can find is all of the 5. So
ford if you are listening, recall this engine or lose another life long ford customer. I purchased
this F ext cab FX4 with the 5. It had 2 major concerns for me which showed up shortly after
purchase. This infamous ticking noise which pretty much has been concluded as the cam
phaser's from all the posts I have read over the years. Yes, it does sound like the lifters are
tapping. Yes it sounds like a diesel engine. The engine would not start from time to time which I
have determined to be fuel injectors leaking in the cylinders after the engine is shut off. On a
good note to anyone thinking of buying a similar truck with the 5. I have not went ahead with the
cam phaser repair. The truck now has k and is just as strong as the day I bought it. I did replace
the injectors myself and the no start issue has since gone. If you tow heavy loads be sure to use
the tow mode switch. Be prepared to drop a transmission in this truck. I had to replace the
transmission at 75k and warrantied that replacement again at k. I tow upwards of on any given
weekend from spring -fall. So far the replaced replacement has 35k on it. This has not been the
best truck I have owned from Ford but it has never left me stranded either. Even when the
transmission went out both times it crept its way to the ford dealership. I also have a F
EcoBoost which has performed flawlessly 50k mileage on it. I plan on purchasing another F in
the future. Sounds like it is low on oil. This is another thing that shouldn't go wrong with car. Or
if it does, there should be a recall. Pisses me off. I've been putting up with this annoying ticking
sound for about 80K miles. All of the 5. One friend said his truck just up and kicked the bucket
one day about 4 hours from home. The most annoying part is pulling up to a fast food window
and you can't here the clerk speaking over the friggn ticking echoing off the brick building. Ford
knows about this and won't do a thing about it. Buying a Dodge from now on. When I start the
engine it became a knocking noise, really loud like the one in the video. I have always give the
proper maintanance to my F , so I believe it is a problem with the factory. I have try to fix my f
for all most a year how. I have taken it too 2 ford dealer and I'm getting different store from both.
The first ford dealership was right here in yuba city ca. The first day they told me I needed a new
motor. On day 2 they call me and told me I needed cams at the end of day 2 I call them and they
told me that it might be the Vct solenoid. Now this is a dealership that I have had problems with
fixing my truck before. Now I have someone take my truck to a dealership in Sacramento ca.
Now just 2 week before I had put new spark and coil pack. So I replace the 2 cylinder. I bought
this truck used at , I've had ford trucks in the past that exceeded , miles, so when I bought this I
had no doubt it would too. Couple months go by and I have this knocking noise from the
passenger side of the engine. Only does it when the engine is at normal operating temp. I did
some research and it seems like this is major problem with the 5. This truck runs good and has
plenty of power but it sounds horrible like a ratted out school bus. Sounds like slack in the
timing chain or the cam phaser is shot. How does a built ford tough truck need major engine
work at , miles?!?! They were all highway miles from the previous owner. I'm reading about
people who had this problem at way lower mileage. How is this not recalled??! With the amount
of money to get it fixed I might as well replace the whole engine cause the rest of the truck still
looks new. I hope Ford reads this and everybody else's complaints on this so we can get this
recalled finally. Wish me luck to not get stranded in a beautiful truck with a terrible engine
problem cause I cannot afford to fix it! Mechanic came back with cam cover from rear of head
and journals were worn and blue. Said I needed a new head, blamed wrong oil? After new head
installed they heard a bottom end knock. The trust bearing was gone and crank was moving
back and forth. The metal from cam dropped down and tore it up. Told me the cam tensioner
pads were worn out also. Since this happened i found out the oil pressure gauge is basically an
idiot light as it moves to 40lb and stays there regardless of actual pressure. There was no way I
could have known the pressure was down due to this gauge. It takes about 60 to 75K for this to
happen. Ford would like this to go away offering no help whatsoever. I am hoping a class action
will start but I might be too late. After six months the new motor started rattling at start up after

sitting for a few days. It was the cam tensioners bleeding down and the chains rattled till
pressure came up. The dealer said it was normal and showed me the door. I wen't down the
street and bought a Ram with the Hemi and I am thrilled. A year after I bought my F I had the
bottom part of the engine rebuilt. Only part of it was covered under the extended warranty. I
have just replaced the transmission, spark plugs, coils and catalytic converter on my F Lariat
with the 5. Now there is a ticking noise coming from my engine. At this point I have replaced all
of the major working parts. Well as others have posted, the cam phaser on the 5. It will start with
a little clicking, then gets worse through time, and then it will mess with your timing causing low
RPM's and when you are pulling a load it has caused the engine to die. I have spoke with Ford,
through e-mail, and they told me to file through here, in order to have anything get done about
it. This is such an expensive fix for the consumer, since this is a fault of the Engine. It needs to
be addressed. If the phaser messes with the timing, it can cause your engine to stop and could
cause an accident. Lets fix this before someone gets hurt.. Also reading tons of complaints on
this matter, Ford is , and going to be loosing a lot of business on this. I bought this F new in At
62, miles I had to replace the transmission! For 10 years I had the truck serviced at the
recommended intervals and used the OEM parts. It first started ticking, then knocking, and now
the plastic cam phasers fell apart, the timing chain is broke and little plastic segments are all
throughout my engine. I called Ford Motor Co and filed a complaint and was told there is no
recall and no warranty. After reading all these similar complaints, it seems like it would be
foolish to replace the engine with the same defective engine and have it happen all over again
somewhere down the road. I will never buy another Ford product in my life! They don't stand
behind their failures at all. Ford will not step up and do anything. They will not respond to this
or any internet complaint site Update from Feb 29, : I just had my truck "fixed" at a Ford
dealership. It's now back to the dealership for the 3rd time in a week to get it fixed right! Still
have knocking noise. Headed back to dealership with it. Trucks ticks very loud and engine
shakes truck when idling. It ticks and sounds just like the problem with the 5. I can't get it fixed
under warranty because it isn't a part of a recall and isn't broken yet, so I just have to deal with
it until it actually breaks so it can be replaced under warranty. I'm pretty sure they're just saying
that so that it gets pushed back till after the warranty ends so that they make money off me for
the fix. It will also make a hissing sound like water hitting a hot surface when going up an
incline on the highway especially while towing. Worries me that it might just freaking blow up
soon or something. Just can't wait to get rid or this truck in a few months, worst buy decision
I've ever made. Bought my 05 F 5. I took it back after a week and they said would change the oil
if I wanted, but the small stumble and ticking sound was normal. Two years later, it all of a
sudden started shaking and knocking but only did it a few times. Now , miles and several coil
packs with no engine light and injector flushes later, I need a motor, and is not drivable due to
stumble and sound from the front of my motor. I was told by my mechanic it is the timing chain
but he said it is not worth fixing. It took out my top end. Very upset and heart broken over my
loss. I bought my F in August of My mechanic changed the cam phasers, then the 2 piece plugs
broke during removal, then the individual coils went bad, now the timing chain is slapping and
the engine is knocking. I did oil changes by the book and used Motorcraft 5w20 syn blend and
the ford oil filter from the dealer as they recommend. I bought this truck from a ford dealer used
car lot, now I find out the service dept did something in order to quiet it to sell it. I could never
recommend ford after this to my fellow air force vets. Can anyone give me the name of the place
in Tucson where I can get a reman 5. I just purchased a F, in nice shape with , miles. The lifters
are tapping, like they are not getting oil to them! As I look to online blogs, it seems like
everyone is complaining about the same issue.. I work at the University of Alabama and know a
law professor. I am going to see if he knows someone, who may start a class action lawsuit! If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: not
sure 28 reports replace defective cam phaser before it blows out motor 18 reports replace
engine 17 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Send
Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on
our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. The F specifically, was introduced in ,
and this design went on to be one of the most-sold trucks ever. Its design has gone through
numerous iterations and has been upgraded in numerous ways, most recently with the move to
an aluminum frame. The answer to this question varies on the model, how well the vehicle is
maintained, the environment, and a number of other factors. Depending on the year for
instance, the F has been known to fail after 75, miles you can expect anywhere from , - , miles
out of your F Once again, not every F has the same engine. The answer to this question will

depend on your model year. There are a few exceptions of course, but here are some of the
standouts of the past 20 years. An oldie, but a goodie. The F has had a long lifespan, with many
drivers reporting being able to easily make it last K miles and beyond with proper maintenance.
While not necessarily the most powerful truck in its class at the time, the model was known for
having a smooth ride, hefty towing and hauling capacity, and some of the most responsive
handling of any Ford truck. The F offers a choice of four different engines, a fuel economy of up
to 22 MPG, and a towing capacity that can reach up to 10, pounds. It features a backup assist
system for towing, and a number of other amenities. Every now and then, even a company as
reliable as the FMC makes mistakes. Here are some of the times they dropped the ball. The Ford
F is infamous in Ford history for its amount of issues and unreliability. To date, there have been
16 recalls on parts, and the model is known for engine problems as well. Best avoid this one.
Structural difficulties plagued this particular model, requiring tons of maintenance and repair.
Another one to scratch off the list. Browse our collection of available camera kits, and get in
touch with us with any questions or comments. How long does an F last? There were a great
many wonderful and reliable trucks and engines in this period, but one to avoid is the F, which
is known for having one of the worst engines in the history of automobiles. Which one has the
most reliable online reputation? Which ones should I avoid? Related Posts. Find a Backup
Camera? Recent posts. If you are driving a Ford F , or if you are planning to purchase one, then
it is important that you review reported Engine problems and defects. Total reports: It Was The
Throttle Body. Mileage was miles. Vehicle was not using Cruise Control. Apr 12, The Contact
Owns A ford f June 06, This 5. June 15, The Vehicle Was Not Repaired. The Approximate Failure
Mileage Was , Sept 03, Jan 01, Apr 07, Dec 28, Jan 02, Called ford No Recall. Have This Problem.
Jan 31, Feb 07, The Contact Owns A ford F Feb 12, May 10, There Was No Prior Warning. June
10, The Failure Mileage Was , Vehicle was purchased on Vehicle was using Cruise Control. July
02, The Truck Currently Has , Miles. Feb 09, The Issue Is Hundreds Of ford f 5. Please, Help. Aug
15, The Vin Was Not Available. Aug 13, Sept 28, Nov 13, Oct 16, Apr 16, Jan 15, Tl- The Contact
Owns A ford f The Failure Mileage Was 88, Sept 18, What Is My Recourse? Thank You. Feb 28,
The Failure Mileage Was 90, The Vin Was Unavailable. Nov 15, Mar 01, The 5. Vehicle was on
fire. Apr 05, May 08, And Oil Change. Engine Checked Out Diagnostically- Perfect. Extended
Warranty Expired. These 5. Had A Expedition With A 5. May 29, June 02, He Was Travel 50 Mph.
Vehicle was involved in a crash. May 12, Aug 01, July 31, Aug 05, Thank You, Randy. Sept 20,
Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Ford Problems. Apr 12, The Contact Owns A ford f June 06, This 5.
June 15, The Contact Owns A ford f Jan 31, ford f 4. May 10, The Contact Owns A ford f June 10,
The Contact Owns A ford f Aug 15, The Contact Owns A ford f Nov 13, The Contact Owns A ford
f Oct 16, The Contact Owns A ford f Ap 0 person s were injured. Feb 28, The Contact Owns A
ford f Mar 01, The 5. May 08, 5. May 29, ford f Sept 03, The 5. Thank You, Randy 0 person s were
injured. Go to mobile version. Search Here:. More Info. Popular Pages Home. All rights reserved.
Privacy Policy. We have lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen one page. Check
out this post which is one of the most popular of all time. There is no question that the F is a
legendary model of pickup truck, but there are best and worst years. Knowing what year F to
avoid is essential if you want value for money and reliability. What are the best and worst years
for the Ford F? The worst F years, based on total complaints to the National Highway and Traffic
Safety Administration , are , , , , , , , , and The best Ford Fs are , , , , , , , , , and Many models are
known for their ruggedness, family suitable, towing capacity, and durability. However, there are
specific years of Ford Fs that show red flags consistently that you should steer away from. This
guide will give you a comparison of the ten best and the ten worst F truck models that Ford has
ever released, according to customer complain data. There are thousands of complaints about
internal components and functional mechanics like windows failing on these models of F I have
created a list of the worst F years with reasons that include how the truck functions day to day,
how the truck works under hard use, how long the truck will last, and which essential
components of the F break down way too soon! The Ford F from is by far the worst model truck
Ford ever put out. The failure of this truck is mostly due to the high number of engine failure
complaints. When looking at this model, it is clear that it is a real lemon category of trucks. Over
a million of these trucks were affected by corroded gas tank straps causing the gas tank to
detach from the undercarriage of the truck and even drag on the ground! The Ford F from
followed suit from the Engine and window issues made this model annoying and not built to
last. According to the NHTSA campaign number 11V, over 1 million F trucks from were affected
with airbags that deployed inadvertently, which could injure drivers severely. The injury
problem caused a significant recall during this year for the model. You then have overall
reliability problems with this F It sounds crazy to believe but the average miles that these F
would run is only , miles! Possibly one of the worst engines ever built for a truck, the Ford F

from had the most complaints about engine problems and the components that make up the
engine. That is just too expensive and too soon for an engine to fail. You should avoid these
three models at all costs! However, annoying issues like the rear window shattering and leaking
have plagued the legacy of the F from The NHSTA reported hundreds of shattered rear
windows, and leaking in the back window was reported consistently. These transmissions
reported failure several times as early as 35, miles! Also, the engine was known to stop and die
while driving. Losing power from your engine whilst driving is unacceptable and makes this F a
lemon model. This could even rank higher in my list of F years to avoid. The F from is not a
terrible truck by any stretch of the imagination, but still, it is one that has lots of reported
transmission problems and rides rough when shifting gears. Also, in October , it was identified
in over 1 million F trucks that the doors might open unexpectedly while driving! Doors opening
while driving is a problem most would like to avoid, especially if you have infants or small
children riding with you. The is another Ford Truck F that has an engine that can stall and die
while driving. The defectiveness of the engine is also noticeably more common in this model
than earlier models of the truck. Furthermore, just like , the doors are defective on over 1 million
vehicles. The doors can open while driving, a hazardous issue to have which is why this has to
be one of the worst years for the Ford F The Ford F has one of the strangest and most annoying
engine problems on this entire list. Dozens of drivers of the F have complained that the engine
will stall out while accelerating. Stalling out sounds like less of an issue than dying while
driving. But think about how annoying a lack of power is in your truck. These drivers are
experiencing that all the time with this engine. Another odd problem with this model that seems
to show just how much it was built to breakdown is the steering issues it has within k miles.
Several complaints to the NHSTA stated that there were problems with the power steering
working correctly, or that the power steering on these trucks just stopped working altogether.
Power steering is an essential function of any contemporary vehicle. The engine problems in
are not nearly as bad as the and models of the Ford F The chief complaints about the F are loud,
knocking noises, and the spark plugs fouling before their time. Other than the strange sounds
and engine components like spark plugs breaking down too soon, there are not many recalls on
this model. The sparkplugs on the model of the F tend to blow out more quickly than other
models. You will probably end up replacing the sparkplug system at some point in the life of the
truck. The top ten best Ford F models show consistency in their components for several years
at a time and durability in critical parts of the truck, such as the engine and transmission. Whilst
I cannot decide for sure which the best year for the Ford F is, all the pickups on this best of Fs
list are awarded and durable, capable of lasting decades and hundreds of thousands of miles.
Also, the recalls are small and for things that are not very important to the safety or durability of
these trucks. The is a classic hard-body Ford F pick-up truck. The design of this truck is durable
and made for work. The weight limit and towing capacity are incredible for the size of the truck.
You can still find many of these models on used car lots or online used car websites with , miles
or more! Another classic from the s, the Ford F came with step sides and great graphic decals
on some stock models. The Ford F is also a powerful horsepower engine capable of getting the
job done and getting it done for decades. Many of the used Fs you find have upwards of , miles
on them and are still going strong! With the model of the Ford F came a slight increase in
horsepower from earlier versions. Also, the smooth curve of the front end looked slick and was
a bestseller. Ford made these engines as workhorses to haul and tow for decades to come.
Many Ford forums have people who have owned the model for 20 years, and they still love it as
a work truck â€” making it one of the best F years for reliability. The two gas tanks on the
vehicle need be filled less than other vehicles because of the sheer volume of fuel they can
hold. The Ford F was the first year with the luxury Platinum trim level. The addition of features
like the hill assist and the neutral tow-assist make this a comfortable truck to drive. Also, the
many different trims and models of this year allow you to make this truck customizable.
Whatever it is you need it to be, from a hauling truck for workers to a comfortable cab for
hauling your family around. Also, the resale is one of the best of all Ford F years due to the
unique boxy body design that some find appealing over other F body styles. The durability and
power of this truck are legendary. The durable powertrain, transmission, and engine make this
one of the best of the newer generation of Ford F since the s. Many of the used trucks that you
can find from have over , miles on them and are still driving as steady and reliable as ever! Like
the , the is one of the highest-rated trucks of all models on KBB at 4. This truck is slightly less
potent than the , but it makes up for it in the durable powertrain. There are many more used
trucks of this model for sale with over , miles on them. This high mileage is a testament to how
well-made and beautiful the design was for this F Ford F trucks endured some criticisms in the
early s. Still, after a decade of some changes, the seems to show everything this truck can be
going into the future. With enough miles and years under its tires to prove durability and

comfort, the Ford F from is one of the best-liked by consumers. Of the newest generation of
Ford Fs, we like the the best. The possibility to be very durable and long-lasting is there. Also,
the ability to customize and make the truck yours is a nice Boss feature. Finally, there are very
few critical recalls or safety concerns with the model. The is a model that preceded a sharp
decrease in F engine construction and design. You can still find the model of the F for sale as
dependable work trucks. Anything that lasts 20 years and can even be considered a work truck
has to be considered near in the list of best and worst years for Ford Fs. The Ford F has been in
existence since the early s. Since then, Ford has continually updated and made the truck design
better. Newer designs added customizable trim options, better towing, more horsepower, and
even bigger body designs and cab sizes. The Ford F reliability by year of these trucks can be
graphed out with a few years of decrease in safety due to engine and transmission problems.
This list will detail the most reliable and least reliable engines and transmissions by year since ,
according to NHSTA consumer complaint data collected over the decades. The F from is a very
reliable truck. Although it has much less horsepower than other more recent generations of the
F, it can still be found used for sale today, some with upwards of k miles on them. Many of these
model Fs are still on the road and rank amongst the best you can buy on the used market. The
Ford F saw an uptick in engine problems reported to the NHSTA, but most of these problems
are associated with sparkplugs coming loose or a knocking sound. The Ford F is a favorite for
its design and ranks as one of the best for reliability. It has very few engine problems and only a
few electrical problems, such as dome light issues and car alarm issues. The issues are mainly
due to the more serious engine problems reported about a leaky head gasket. Other than this
problem, the spark plug problems seen in other 90s F is also seen in the model. This also
included things like complete transmission failure before 60, miles, hard shifting, and bucking.
The recalls made on these years were also for something that could be deemed very dangerous.
Dangerous recalls include things such as the fuel tank strap corrosion, which detached the fuel
tank from the undercarriage of the truck! The newest generation of Fs are some of the best F
trucks on the market today. They have very few safety recall concerns, and the engines seem
able to be high horsepower hauling machines that can last a long time. Also, the newest
generation has a wide price range, so you can own one with the least trim and still get the Ford
tough truck on a limited budget. Only time and more miles on these Fs will tell just how
legendary their reliability will be. One thing is for sure that the F is not going anywhere anytime
soon. These trucks will be on our roads for many years to come! The and Ford F were disasters
that caused the company to lose some trust from the public. Severe and catastrophic engine
and transmission failures put the engine quality in question. Also, the recalls for these years
number in the millions and included very dangerous recalls, such as for inadvertent airbag
deployment. Finally, strange complaints about the back windshield shattering and leaking make
this a not very desirable or reliable model of the F â€” one of the worst years for Fs for sure. The
to F models did not have very many safety recalls on things like airbags. However, there are
hundreds of complaints about the engines and transmission. The complaints range from
knocking sounds to complete failure of the transmission or engine and losing powering while
driving. This is a strange problem that these Fs tended to have, making them very unreliable for
work or to carry your family in on a social or commuter basis. The to Ford Fs took a beating,
and it shows. They are renowned as being one of the worst years for the F range of pickups.
Many consumers complained, not just about the engines, which tended to lose power while
driving, but also with the brakes. Yep, you heard that right! The brakes on these models would
fail, and the rotors needed to be replaced. Bad brakes can cause dangerous situations on the
road, and angry owners who had to shell out more money for a rotor that was not at the end of
its life expectancy. Think about what trim and features you want, and then compare that back to
the best years listed before making your choice â€” I hope it helps! The Ford F is a rugged and
legendary truck. But this is what you get with Ford. The bar is set so high, that customers who
buy Fs always expect the very best. Hopefully, you can use this list and information to rate your
truck purchase or to inform you of the trucks you currently own. If you own one of the older
models for the s, there is a vast market surging back for these designs as weekend cruisers.
And if you are lucky enough to own the newest generation of Ford Fs, it seems like Ford has
turned a corner and started to go back to the quality that made them famous for so many
decades. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started this website in in order to share
all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own Ford F The new Land Rover
navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through to the lowest possible
prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click the link On this page
you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals on
official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out! Continue Reading. We
carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Ford engines for all applications including gas and diesel

engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and
transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer
honda gx240 wiring diagram
hubbell lighting wiring diagram
lincoln ls rear wheel bearing replacement
Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty
from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used
transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we
will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices
we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine
Size. Search Engine. Fits : 2. Stock Number : TCL. More Information. Description : Gas Engine
Ford Escape. Fits : gasoline, 2. Description : Gas Engine Ford Ranger. Description : Gas Engine
Ford Fusion. Stock Number : TCK. Description : Gas Engine Ford F Fits : 5. Stock Number : TCI.
Stock Number : TCG. Description : Gas Engine Ford Mustang. Fits : 3. You will be surprised at
the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best
quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

